DOG PARK TEMPORARY COMPLIANCE REGULATIONS

All users of the dog park must adhere to the following regulations related to the containment and prevention of COVID 19:

Maintain a minimum of six feet apart from others
No group congregation allowed at this time
Do not make physical contact with others
Do not allow dogs to interact with other dogs outside of your household
Avoid touching your face after handling toys or other equipment
If a ball or toy from another dog comes to you, do not touch it - return the ball with a kick or move away to allow owner/handler to retrieve it
Bring your own water and dog bowl
Bring your own dog waste bags and dispose in provided trash receptacles
After playing and use of the dog park, wash your hands thoroughly or use hand sanitizer
No extracurricular or social activity shall take place within the dog park
All users should leave the facility immediately after play
Facial covers are required within the dog park

Please note, the number of users may be regulated by city staff park attendants due to space limitations, you may be asked to rotate in and out of the dog park area as directed by staff

Dog Park Closes and Parking Lots Locked at 7:00pm
All Other Dog Park Rules/Regulations Posted Remain In Effect

Please Do Not Enter the Facility if You…

♦ Are exhibiting any symptoms of the coronavirus: mild to severe respiratory illness with fever, coughing, difficulty breathing, or other symptoms identified by the CDC
♦ Have been in contact with someone with COVID-19 in the last 14 days
♦ Are a vulnerable individual with serious underlying health conditions